User generated contents on web and social media grow rapidly in this emerging information age. Social media provides a platform for people to create contents, share them and bookmark them in a tremendous way. The exponential growth of social media arouses much attention on the use of public opinion to make better decisions about a particular product or person or service. The social media like online forums, Twitter, Facebook, blogs and microblogs are proving to be extremely valuable resources for anticipating, detecting and forecasting significant societal events. It provides a lot of opportunities for users to voice their opinions openly. The analysis of sentiments obtained through social media along with wisdom of crowds can automatically compute the collective intelligence of future performance in many areas like stock trend forecasting, box office sales, hot topic detection, election outcomes and so on. The proposed research aims to perform forecasting based on user sentiments in social media regarding hotspots and stock forecasting.
Introduction

Related Works
Social media is the fastest growing phenomenon on the web, enabling millions of users to generate and share knowledge. With the paradigm shift in the usage of the Web 2.0 from information consumption to information production and sharing, numerous social media services have emerged. Online users can now conveniently express their opinions through news portals, forum discussions, reviews, messages, blogs and microblogs, thereby their willingness to engage in social interactions increase tremendously (Yanghui et al 2014) .
Findings on social media and understanding the contents discussed over social media have triggered researchers' interest on whether social media can be used as a signal for enhancing 
Social Media and Sentiment Analysis
The extensive usage of social media has brought its pervasive impacts in different fields. This interesting phenomenon arises the present research to explore the impact of social media on a specific field. Nowadays, with a plenty of people on it the impact of social media on different aspects of the society has been more prominent. The social network sites and micro-blogging sites are considered to be a very good source of information because people share and discuss their opinions about a certain topic freely and besides popularity, social media has been playing an increasingly important role in predicting present or near future events.
In one of the early works to leverage social media for future prediction, Gruhl et al (2005) have explored the correlation of the mentioned rate of products in online chatter posts and their sales spikes. The analysis shows that the volume of blog postings can be used to predict spikes in actual consumer purchase decisions at the online retailer Amazon (Das &Chen
Opinion Services
Opinion services are used in many applications for prediction purpose like the following. 
Opinion Spam Detection
Sentiment prediction is used to predict the polarity of the text; whether it is positive or negative. Subjectivity detection is a task of detecting whether the text is opinionated or not, while Sentiment Classification (SC) classifies the opinions into three categories such as 'positive', 'negative' and 'neutral'. Product feature selection is a task that extracts the product features from its review.
Aspect based sentiment summarization provides sentiment summary in the form of star ratings or scores of features. Text summarization generates a miniature form of sentences that summarize the reviews of any product. Contrast based viewpoint summarization puts an emphasis on contradicting opinions. Detecting opinion spam is concerned with identifying fake or bogus opinions from reviews.
Results and Discussion
The performance measures used for evaluating the proposed system are accuracy, precision and recall that are defined in Equations (1), (2) and (3). 
Figure 2. Results of Performance Measure based on Accuracy
Conclusion
In the present research, various methods have been developed for detecting the hotspot forums and for forecasting the stock trends. The results indicate that there is a correlation between social media sentiments and forecasting. The sentiment analysis along with wisdom of crowds can automatically compute the future performance of hotspot forums as well as stock trends. Thus, the efficient detection of hotspot forums and stock trend forecasting based on sentiment analysis with hybrid feature selection make social network members get benefited from effective decision making process. In future, the results generated from the hotspot detection can also be combined with market basket analysis to obtain comprehensive solution.
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